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you, us

through generations

Gašper ČarmanNina Čarman

The story of a restaurant with a long 

tradition which was in 2016 taken over 

by Nina and Gašper Čarman.
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The story of a restaurant with a long tradition  

which in 2016 taken over by Nina and Gašper 

Čarman - sister and brother who are proudly 

continuing successful family story for the third 

generation. Restaurant Danilo is special and 

different, but still domestic. 

story

about us
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story in motion
video
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Grandfather Danilo Kosmačin 

bought the old Pr Tilh inn in 

Reteče near Škofja Loka in 1961 

(the old inn operating since 

1870), renamed it ‘’Pri Danilu’’, 

and started a story underpinned 

by local cuisine. His daughter 

Vesna and her husband Dušan 

took it over and turned it into 

one of the best Slovenian 

restaurants. Their children Nina 

and Gašper have embarked on 

an idea to continue and expand 

the family tradition. Nowadays 

Danilo cuisine is empowered 

by new Chef Boris Bergant 

who has been using fresh local 

ingredients to enhance creativity 

and bring in new flavours.

Boris Bergant, chef

focus heritage & chef
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Loška mešta, Loška smojka 

and Loška medla are 

traditional local dishes 

prepared with a touch of 

modernism. Well-known 

recipes of our grandmothers 

are masterfully redesigned by 

the knowledge of chef Vesna 

Čarman.  Nowadays our 

cuisine is firmly defined by the 

environment and seasonal, 

local ingredients.

next tradition

cousine
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Danilo’s menu is based 

on local ingredients and 

traditional recipes transformed 

with a touch of modernism. 

You can experience our 

philosophy through different 

degustation menus where 

we preserve the values of 

traditional local cuisine and 

local ingredients, delivering 

a promise that each plate 

swells with creativity and new 

flavours.

experience degustation menu

6 course menu

4 course menu

3 course menu
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Danilo restaurant & wine 

shop will, in addition to an 

exceptional selection of 

dishes, surprise and impress 

you with a variety of wines. A 

diverse wine list of carefully 

selected Slovenian and 

foreign winemakers offers 

you more than 750 different 

wines, that will enrich dishes 

and enable you to try new 

labels according to the 

choice of Gašper Čarman – 

twice awarded Slovenian best 

Sommelier.

passion wines & more

750+

100+ 

50+ 

30+ 

20+

10+

wines

sparkling wines

spirits

magnum wines

decanter awarded wines

jeroboam wines
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It is our pleasure to satisfy 

our guest’s desires and 

simultaneously strive to 

follow Danilo’s philosophy. 

We will prepare an 

unforgettable experience 

for you, your guests and 

business partners.

Catering

Private events

Conference tourism

Winemaker dinners

Wine tastings

all about you services
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Arhitectural concept of 

renowated Danilo follows our 

cusine concept – traditional  

with a touch of modern. By 

using natural and sustainable 

materials, we conjure up a 

feeling of homeliness, which 

ensures a relaxed feeling.

rooms

seats indoor

seats outdoor

standing possitons

architecture modern 
sustainability

4 

45

45
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Phone: +386 4 51 53 444  
Email: info@danilogostilna.si
www.danilogostilna.si 
 
Address:
Reteče 48
4220 Škofja Loka 
Slovenija

Wednesday - Saturday
12:00 - 22:00
 
Sunday
12:00 - 16:00
 
Monday & Tuesday
Close

opening hours reservations

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Danilo+-+restaurant+%26+wine/@46.1582147,14.3688987,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x8679d83865dbba23!8m2!3d46.1582147!4d14.3688987
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